SIGNS

1) A maximum of two signs can be mounted on any one Long / Intermediate Term Stationary Portable Sign Support.

2) 48" x 48" signs shall be mounted separately on the Long / Intermediate Term Stationary Portable Sign Support.

3) For Short Term Stationary Portable Sign Support the distance from the bottom of the vinyl sign to the existing ground must be one (1) foot.

4) Long / Intermediate Term Stationary Portable Signs must be made of wood or plastic only.

5) No signs shall be mounted to any Type I, Type III, or folding barricades.

6) Signs shall be mounted only on TxDOT approved sign supports.

7) Detour signs will be mounted on single "D" legs w/ 6" clearance from the bottom of the sign.

8) WORK DURATION TERMINOLOGY

Long Term = occupies a location 3 or more days.
Intermediate-Term = occupies a location for overnight to 3 days.
Short Term = day/night work that occupies a location from 1 to 2 hours.
Short Duration = occupies a location up to 1 hour.

9) Signs shall adhere to the following requirements:
   - Signs placed on plastic barrels or drums shall be made of ABS plastic or plywood.
   - Signs placed on skids shall be made of plywood or aluminum.
   - Aluminum signs shall have a minimum thickness of 0.08".
   - Plywood signs shall have a minimum thickness of 1/2".
   - ABS Plastic signs shall have a minimum thickness of 0.13".
   Plastic signs cannot exceed 18" by 24" in size and shall be reinforced with 2" wide, 0.08" thick aluminum slats, as depicted below.

10) [Diagram of sign support structure with dimensions labeled]

   - No other material shall be accepted without the express written approval of the Traffic Engineer.

   (See TxDOT BC-03 Sheets for specific construction information.)